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A338687 *SPECK DOG/ WHITE/ BR BRINDLE PIT BULL/ MIX
Memo Date: 01/07/2016 Type: NOTE/ Last Edited By: 123624 01/13/2016

01/07/16 14:30 Okay to move to extended cages. Sent email to NBA. DV
01/07/16 14:45 Moved to extended per NBA. // CAJ
01/13/16 10:11 (late entry) dog moved to general on 1/12/16 per JLD.//RL
Memo Date: 01/10/2016 Type: NOTE/ Last Edited By: 123624 01/10/2016

Memo Date: 01/10/2016 Type: EVALUATION/ Last Edited By: 124674 01/10/2016

STAFF: CEK/RL
CAGE APPROACH: Dog was at the front of the kennel with a wagging tail. No issues leashing dog.

BASIC TRAINING: Dog does not appear to have much training, walks very slowly on a leash.

ATTENTIVENESS: Alert of surroundings, stays next to handler.

INTERACTION/PLAY: Dog does not appear playful, constantly seeks affection from handler.

PHYSICAL EXAM/RESTRAINT: No issues with body handling or restraint.

FOOD TESTING: No interest in food with people or other dogs.

ANIMAL INTERACTION:(include animal IDs) Met with A338303 with hackles raised and a stiff body posture. The
other dog rushed into her face and she let out a low growl and walked away behind handler. She then walked back
over to the dog and began to sniff without incident. No signs of animal aggression shown, she will growl at other dog
if high energy but did not escalate.

ADDITIONAL NOTES:
Memo Date: 01/11/2016 Type: RESCUE/ Last Edited By: 121882 01/13/2016

01/11/16 10:36HRS - Posted. KCT
01/12/16 09:04HRS - Daniel Castro inquired about medical. KCT
01/12/16 15:48HRS - Kelli Tully w. Pure Hearts inquired about temp. KCT
01/13/16 07:03HRS - Kelli Tully w. Pure Hearts submit req. KCT
Memo Date: 01/11/2016 Type: POST/ Last Edited By: 121882 01/11/2016

Meet Speck! Here are her medical notes: "QAR. Mild healing crusted wounds on face and head, brown crusting ,
mild swelling. Rx Rimadyl and Baytril." She has tested positive for heartworm disease and is looking for a rescue to
help her seek treatment. Please let us know if anyone can take her!
Memo Date: 01/13/2016 Type: NOTE/ Last Edited By: 124054 01/13/2016
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01/13/16 09:12 Moved dog to ISO per NBA due to having exposure to a raccoon. Per Notes by NBA and KCT dog
has been placed on a 6 month quarantine.//PLJ
01/13/16 11:27 Placed in HTL freezer after 300. // CAJ
01/13/16 18:20 HTL prepared and brought to trailer. // JDS
Memo Date: 01/13/2016 Type: NOTE/ Last Edited By: 121882 01/13/2016

01/13/16 08:51hrs MAP // Made aware of A16-450888/A16-450893 by KCT. Made PJM aware, checked with
EMM/LLP and raccoon came from same dumpster as dog- unknown if there was any exposure. Dog to be placed on
6 month quarantine as precaution in the event exposure occurred. Informed KCT so she may make rescue aware. //
MAP
01/13/16 08:54HRS - Got with NBA to have dog moved from WD28 to ISO. Will be notifying rescue of the 6 months
quarantine. Will be getting with CLK to get name of volunteer that has interacted with this dog for the past few days .
KCT
01/13/16 10:47HRS - Spoke with the rescue Kelli Tully and she understands the liability and has agreed that humane
euthanasia is the best route as the person who reached out to foster may not be able to strictly adhere to the
policies. Explained the dog would be sent off for testing and expressed that even though we are here to help save as
many homeless pets' lives, at the end of the day the highest priority is to ensure public safety. Kelli understood. TOT
DL/DB/PJM. KCT
01/13/16 10:54HRS - Spoke with DL and DB and approved to have the dog PTS and HTL. Spoke with NBA and
asked for her to have the dog 300 now by itself to ensure no other exposure. KCT

